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Flash vs. Ambient Light
The big question: Why use a flash when there is plenty of ambient light? Why not just shoot natural 
light? There are times to shoot natural light and there are times to use a light source.

Outdoors

Harsh light: This is the most common enemy to many photographers.

i. Harsh shadows, Picasso

ii.Wrong subject is lit up

iii. Washed out background when exposure is set for the subject.

a. Solutions

i. Subject relocation

ii. Reflector (kiss of light)

iii. Fill flash

Basic Lighting Setup
Main/Key: This source is usually the most powerful of 
any/all light setups no matter how many are being used.

Fill Flash/Light: Is primarily used to soften shadows in an 
image by lighting opposite the main light.

Rim Light: Is light usually aimed from behind to 
light up the far side of a subject in an image. It 
usually forms a rim around the subject thus 
separating an object from the background.

Types of OCF/Light
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Pop-up on-camera flash (history of light story)

Diffuse, diffuse and diffuse . . .

Use a napkin, if necessary, there are many aftermarket resources for purchase 
that will diffuse a pop-up flash to an extent. 

Trigger a slave flash or bank of flash.

HSS (High Speed Sync), the ability of a camera or trigger on a camera to sync with a light source 
faster than traditional shutter speeds to go as high as 1/8000th.

Speedlight/Speedlite or also known as shoe mounted (on-camera flash) can be used as an OCF 
as well.

The characteristics of this type of flash are:

Fresnel lens

a. Wide – Zoom features

b. Bounce card built in

c. Adjustment (portrait/landscape)

Some of the new flash units have the ability to work as a trigger to control flash.

Strobe (the unit we will use today)

Powerful (not always needed)

i. Ability to overpower the sun

ii. Power that can wash out a subject

d. Awkward at times and adds more labor and knowledge to the shoot.

e. Power source (battery/corded)

Continuous light has pros and cons:

Shoe mount, which is good for video and ease of use.

f. Handheld not recommended but will work in a jam.

g. What you see is what you get (Live View)

Primarily video

Most are weak at best although there have been advances in the industry such as Roto Light (see work 
by Jason Lanier, Roto Light ambassador).

Modifiers
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The most important tool in photography.

There are several types of modifiers for light, such as:

1. Metal reflector(s)

2. Umbrella/Scrim

3. Bounce reflector or umbrella

4. Softbox (what we will be using today)

The softbox is the most widely used of all modifiers in and outdoors. The most popular being 
the ‘double-diffused.’

                                          

Notes:
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